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What is the RISS Criminal
Intelligence Database
(RISSIntel™)?
RISSIntel provides a real-time, online federated
search of more than 60 RISS and partner systems.
RISSIntel is a modern, user-inspired, and flexible
system that is housed in the secure government
cloud. RISSIntel is accessible via the RISS Secure
Cloud (RISSNET™) and contains millions of
intelligence records submitted by RISS member
agencies on targets and organizations suspected of
involvement in criminal activity, as well as locations,
vehicles, weapons, and telephone numbers. After
entering information into RISSIntel, officers often
discover that they are investigating the same target
as another law enforcement agency or officer.
RISSIntel provides the target and investigative
data deconfliction necessary to enable officers to
leverage each other’s information and increase
investigative efficiency. RISSIntel complies with
the Criminal Intelligence Systems Operating
Policies, 28 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR)
Part 23, issued by the Office of Justice Programs,
U.S. Department of Justice.

Why should I use RISSIntel?
• Enables agencies to use it as their own intelligence system.
• Provides user-friendly features and functionality utilizing the latest
technology.
• Enables officers to search for records, review results, and seamlessly
navigate the system easily, quickly, and securely.
• Equips officers with a dark mode to use in their patrol cars at night.
• Continues to support the “one-stop shop” ability for searching
RISSIntel records and partner state and regional intelligence
databases with the single federated query feature.
• Includes features such as officer notifications, advanced searches,
reports, linking entries, data import, and more.
• Enables a quick search of common fields using a simplified form.
• Enables the use of specific location entry through the use of
mapping and geocoding tools. Users also have the option to save
entered information directly as a new record streamlining data
entry.
• Integrates in-app assistance through short feature-specific videos
including release notes.
• Provides a “My Records” feature to view records the user has
submitted or records submitted on the user’s behalf.
• Provides a workspace feature for the user to work on groups of
records simultaneously.

www.riss.net
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About RISS
RISS is a proven, trusted, and evidence-based program that
supports the needs of thousands of local, state, federal, and
tribal criminal justice and public safety professionals while
helping advance the nation’s criminal justice strategy. RISS
is composed of six regional centers and the RISS Technology
Support Center (RTSC). RISS focuses on three priorities:
investigative case support, secure information and
intelligence sharing, and officer safety and deconfliction.
RISS services and resources impact investigative efforts
and operations daily. This is evident in the hundreds of
shared success stories agencies and officers submit to
RISS each year. To read these, as well as access information
regarding statistics and quotes from each state, visit
www.riss.net/Impact.
RISS offers full-service delivery, from the beginning of an
investigation to the ultimate prosecution and conviction
of criminals. An officer can simultaneously query multiple
intelligence databases, retrieve information from
investigative systems, obtain assistance from intelligence
research staff, borrow equipment, receive training, and
use analytical resources to help prosecute criminals.
RISS is congressionally funded and administered by the

U.S. Department of Justice, Office of Justice Programs,
Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA), through grant
awards. BJA provides funding oversight and program
management for the RISS Program.

Who can access RISSIntel?
RISSIntel is available to approved RISS member law
enforcement and criminal justice agencies. RISSIntel
is accessible on a variety of devices, such as desktops,
laptops, tablets, and mobile devices, and will function
across operating systems.

How do I learn more about
RISSIntel?
Follow the link or scan the QR Code to
watch a video preview highlighting
the improved features of RISSIntel.
https://vimeo.com/427006303/
fb9f0095da
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